Abstract: Neuroimaging techniques have been useful tools for accurate investigation of brain structure and function in eating disorders. Computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography, single photon emission computed tomography, magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and voxel-based morphometry have been the most relevant technologies in this regard. The purpose of this review is to update the existing data on neuroimaging in eating disorders. The main brain changes seem to be reversible to some extent after adequate weight restoration. Brain changes in bulimia nervosa seem to be less pronounced than in anorexia nervosa and are mainly due to chronic dietary restrictions. Different subtypes of eating disorders might be correlated with specific brain functional changes. Moreover, anorectic patients who binge/purge may have different functional brain changes compared with those who do not binge/purge. Functional changes in the brain might have prognostic value, and different changes with respect to the binding potential of 5-HT₁A, 5-HT₂A, and D₂/D₃ receptors may be persistent after recovering from an eating disorder.
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Introduction

Neuroimaging techniques have been useful tools for accurate investigation of brain structure and function in eating disorders, mainly in anorexia nervosa.¹ The first studies, by means of structural neuroimaging, ie, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), focused on the brain anatomy in patients with anorexia nervosa and consistently showed sulcal widening and ventricular enlargement that usually decreased with refeeding.²,³ Other specific findings have been a reduction in total gray and white matter volumes compared with healthy controls or the persistence of the gray matter volume changes when weight is restored.⁴,⁵ Some of these findings suggest that the changes are most likely to be due to neuronal damage secondary to malnutrition, with possible regeneration of myelin accounting for the general reversibility.⁴ However, these findings have not improved our understanding of the pathogenesis of anorexia nervosa.³ More recently, studies have highlighted the use of functional neuroimaging, which refers to techniques that obtain images of the brain according to its physiology and biochemistry. This technique provides information on the dynamics of the neural machinery involved in cognitive systems and emotional states,⁶ and thus offers far more information than does structural imaging. Functional neuroimaging studies have utilized positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), the latter used mainly in studies of regional cerebral blood
flow (rCBF). Other studies have used magnetic resonance spectroscopy or voxel-based morphometry. With respect to PET and SPECT, studies can use fluoro-deoxy-glucose to analyze glucose metabolism or ligands specific for the serotonin receptor. Thus, these studies provide information for a neural system (e.g., the 5HT2A receptor). The purpose of this review is to update the existing data on the main findings with respect to neuroimaging in eating disorders by means of a search conducted in PubMed.

**Early-onset anorexia nervosa**

The first study of early-onset anorexia nervosa, by means of SPECT, reported unilateral hypoperfusion in 87% of patients (children and adolescents aged 8–15 years), in which unilateral hypoperfusion was found on the left in eight of 13 patients, and on the right in five of 13 patients. In that study, the temporal lobe was hypoperfused in all cases. Years later, following the same line of research, SPECT findings showed that 73% of children and adolescents with anorexia nervosa had asymmetry (hypoperfusion) of blood flow in at least one area (temporal lobe, 9/15; parietal lobe, 5/15; frontal lobe, 3/15; thalamus, 3/15; and caudate nuclei, 1/15) of the brain. Considering the relationship between rCBF and several relevant variables (e.g., cerebral dominance, nutritional status, length of illness, mood, eating disorder psychopathology, and cognitive profile), another study found that, in addition to unilateral reduction of blood flow in the temporal lobe and/or associated areas, approximately 75% of patients with early-onset anorexia nervosa showed no association between that reduction and cerebral dominance, nutritional status, length of illness, mood, or eating psychopathology. Nevertheless, there was a significant association between the abovementioned reduction and impaired visuospatial ability, impaired complex visual memory, and enhanced information processing.

In another study, conducted by Rastam et al in anorectic patients (mean age 22 years), seven years after onset of the illness, 66% showed reduced blood flow in the temporal or associated regions, without a significant correlation between the reduction and body mass index, the lowest body mass index, residual eating disorder psychopathology, or intelligence quotient.

In a sample of adolescents with restrictive-type anorexia nervosa, in the early stages of the illness, morphometric gray matter changes were characterized by means of preprocessed MRI according to optimized voxel-based morphometry. The analyses revealed a significant decrease in global gray matter, and a significant region-specific decrease in gray matter volume was found bilaterally in the middle cingulate cortex, the precuneus, and the inferior and superior parietal lobules.

In general, the majority of the studies on anorexia nervosa have reported brain volume deficits and increased cerebrospinal fluid, suggesting starvation of the brain. In this regard, another study reported that right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex volume was significantly reduced in active patients with anorexia nervosa versus controls, and was correlated with lower performance intelligence quotients.

**Brain changes in anorexia nervosa and weight restoration**

There is some debate about the abnormalities of cerebral blood flow in anorexia nervosa as to whether these abnormalities are secondary to starvation or indicative of a primary abnormality predating the illness, representing an underlying biological substrate. In a recent study, changes in rCBF were found at both baseline and follow-up (at more than 4 years). The main affected cerebral area was the medial temporal region, the data suggesting that rCBF does not return to normal following weight restoration.

A previous study in female anorectic children (mean age 13.2 years), in which SPECT was performed at the beginning of treatment and after weight gain, reported relatively increased rCBF in the bilateral parietal and limbic lobes, including the posterior cingulate cortex, after weight gain. There was no significant decrease in the rCBF after weight gain. On the other hand, a significant positive correlation was observed between body mass index and rCBF in the right thalamus, right parietal lobe, and right cerebellum. These results were said to suggest that weight gain during the process of recovery from early-onset anorexia nervosa might activate specific brain regions that are possibly relevant to the pathophysiological aspects of the disorder.

In a pioneer study by Gordon et al, temporal lobe hypoperfusion persisted in three of four patients who had regained their normal weight. Furthermore, although two of the four patients had recovered a normal weight/height ratio after refeeding, the cognitive distortions of anorexia nervosa persisted, as well as the abnormal rCBF. This suggests that the hypoperfusion is not related directly to weight loss.

Another study using voxel-based morphometry showed that several temporal and parietal gray matter regions were reduced. During follow-up, there was a greater global increase in gray matter in anorectic patients, and this increase correlated with a decrease in cortisol. At follow-up (7 months), there were no differences in global gray matter.
and white matter volumes between anorectic patients and controls. The authors concluded that, in adolescent anorectic patients, gray matter is more affected than white matter and mainly involves the posterior regions of the brain. Overall, gray matter alterations are reversible after nutritional recovery.22 With regards to adult patients with anorexia nervosa, a decrease in cerebrospinal fluid and an increase in brain matter, as well as a reversal of ventricular enlargement, have been observed after weight restoration.15,16,17

The majority of the studies have been developed taking into account samples of adolescents and adults with restrictive-type anorexia nervosa. Considering the fact that it may be possible to find differences between patients at normal weight, patients after weight restoration, and controls, a recent study showed that patients with anorexia nervosa had a significant increase in gray and white matter volume after weight restoration. In addition, this study showed that patients had lower levels of gray matter at low weight compared with controls, which increased with weight restoration.23

Despite some differences, it seems that gray matter and white matter increase significantly following weight restoration. With respect to possible differences between adolescents and adults, it has been stated that gray matter is more affected than white matter in adolescents.22 The interaction among low weight, duration of illness, and brain changes remains controversial to some extent. Thus, while some authors have reported an inverse correlation between duration of illness and lower volume of gray matter at low body weight, but no correlation between low body weight and measures of brain volume, other authors have found a correlation between body mass index and brain volume, but not with duration of illness.18,23 Studying patients with anorexia nervosa who had a different duration of illness, Boghi et al24 found a significant reduction in total white matter volume and focal gray matter atrophy in the cerebellum, hypothalamus, caudate nucleus, and parietal and temporal areas. The cerebellum was more affected in patients with a longer disease duration, whereas the hypothalamic alterations were more pronounced in patients with a shorter period of food restriction. A correlation between body mass index and gray matter was found in the hypothalamus. These authors suggested that atrophy of cerebellar gray matter could play a role in the chronic phase of the disease.

Frank et al25 studied groups of women with recovered restricting-type anorexia nervosa, recovered anorexia nervosa with a bingeing history, recovered bulimia nervosa without a history of anorexia nervosa, and controls, by means of PET and [15O] water in order to assess rCBF. Partial volume-corrected rCBF values in cortical and subcortical brain regions were similar between the groups. Neither current body mass index nor age correlated with rCBF values. The authors concluded that rCBF normalizes with long-term recovery, and stated that altered rCBF is unlikely to confound functional imaging studies in anorexia nervosa or bulimia nervosa after recovery. McCormick et al19 found that while anterior cingulate cortex normalization occurred with weight restoration, a smaller change in right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex volume prospectively predicted relapse after treatment. Another study using functional MRI reported that recovered patients with anorexia nervosa showed altered task-related activation in the medial prefrontal cortex, a critical node of the inhibitory control network. Specifically, whereas recovered patients with anorexia nervosa and control women showed similar medial prefrontal cortex activity during trials when inhibitory demand was low (ie, easy trials), recovered patients with anorexia nervosa showed significantly less medial prefrontal cortex activation than control women as inhibition trials became more difficult (ie, hard trials), suggesting a demand-specific modulation of inhibitory control circuitry in recovered patients with anorexia nervosa.26

**Brain changes in bulimia nervosa**

Structural brain changes on CT reported in cases of bulimia nervosa are similar to those described for anorexia nervosa, but less pronounced, and they have been related to chronic dietary restriction.27 Fewer studies of bulimia nervosa have been performed with MRI than for anorexia nervosa, and they have usually reported a decreased cortical mass.28–30

**Eating disorders and correlation with brain dysfunction**

The neural bases of eating disorders have been explored by means of neuroimaging studies employing different stimuli, such as food or body image. Functional MRI studies have reported that when malnourished patients with anorexia nervosa are shown pictures of food, they display abnormal activity in the insula and orbitofrontal cortex, as well as in other regions, like the mesial temporal and parietal regions, and anterior cingulate cortex.31–36 Using PET, SPECT, and functional MRI, patients with anorexia nervosa eating food or being exposed to food show activation of the temporal regions.31,33–36

Comparing chronic anorectic patients, recovered anorectic patients, and controls, Uher et al37 found increased medial prefrontal and anterior cingulate activation in response to food stimuli, as well as a lack of activity in the
involvement when presented with distorted images close to their own ideal body size. In addition, patients overestimated their own body size.41

Brain involvement in body image satisfaction has been studied, not only in patients but also in healthy people without an eating disorder. In a sample of healthy young women, the impact of images of slim female fashion models was analyzed by functional neuroimaging. The level of reported anxiety during exposure to slim bodies correlated with established measures of shape and weight concern and brain activation in the bilateral basal ganglia, left amygdala, bilateral dorsal anterior cingulate, and left inferior lateral frontal cortex.42

Similar studies have highlighted the relevance of analysis of the correlation between body image therapy and activation of brain regions involved in body image representation. Vocks et al43 analyzed neuronal responses to viewing photographs of one’s own body before and after treatment in patients with anorexia nervosa by MRI. Decreases in activation emerged in a distributed network, and increases were observed in the extrastriate body area, possibly reflecting more intense body image processing.

Different types of eating disorders
A controlled near-infrared spectroscopy study was developed to identify brain correlates with different types of eating disorders. Regional hemodynamic changes in the bilateral orbitofrontal and right frontotemporal regions were significantly smaller in the eating disorder group than in the control group, and negatively correlated with dieting tendency scores in the Eating Attitudes Test-26 in the right frontotemporal regions, and correlated with eating restriction and binge eating scores in the left orbitofrontal regions. In conclusion, the authors stated that the tendency towards dieting correlates with the right frontotemporal cortex, and that dieting behavior problems correlate with the left orbitofrontal cortex.44

In addition to investigations for brain correlations with different eating disorder symptoms, other studies have tried to explore possible and specific brain correlations with different subtypes of eating disorder. Using SPECT, Beato-Fernández et al45 found that patients with anorexia nervosa showed hyperactivation of the left parietal and right superior frontal areas in response to a positive video stimulus (the patient’s filmed body image) compared with a neutral (landscape) stimulus, whereas patients with bulimia nervosa showed hyperactivation of the right temporal and right occipital areas. The authors concluded that functional brain abnormalities in patients with anorexia nervosa might be related to storage of a distorted prototypic image of the body in the left parietal lobe, and the activation of the right temporal area after...
exposure to images of their own body might be consistent with the adverse response. Following this study, the same researchers\(^4^6\) used SPECT to investigate the discriminatory capacity of these psychopathological and neurobiological variables with regards to different eating disorders. Patients with nonpurging-type bulimia nervosa showed less eating and general psychopathology. Furthermore, unlike patients with restrictive-type anorexia nervosa and purging-type bulimia nervosa, they did not demonstrate an increase in rCBF when confronted with their own body image. Temporal right hyperactivation was one of the discriminatory variables tested. In this study, the authors concluded that the subgroup with nonpurging-type bulimia nervosa showed less emotional alteration and less emotional response when shown their own body image than the patients with other eating disorders.

Another study\(^4^7\) analyzed the effect of imagining food on rCBF in patients with anorexia nervosa with and without binge/purging behavior. The patients with anorexia nervosa accompanied by habitual binge/purge behavior showed a significantly higher percent change in the inferior, superior, prefrontal, and parietal regions of the right brain than healthy volunteers and patients with restrictive-type anorexia nervosa. The patients with habitual binge/purge behavior also had the highest level of apprehension concerning food intake. Using SPECT, Karhunen et al\(^4^7\) found similarly high rCBF in the right parietal and temporal cortical areas in obese women looking at food than in normal weight women looking at food. Recognition of the parietal cortex as a mediator of body image perceptions has led to the suggestion that the parietal lobe contributes to the awareness of being responsible for one’s own actions.\(^4^8\)

### Brain changes and clinical outcomes

Comparing the results of basal SPECT and clinical outcome in patients with eating disorders, it has been found that temporal hypoperfusion in the acute phase is correlated with the long-term clinical outcome, suggesting a prognostic value of temporal hypoperfusion.\(^4^9\) This finding confirms the results of another study developed by the same research team in which hypoperfusion of the anterior inferior region of the temporal lobe, predominantly in the left hemisphere, was found in the acute phase of the illness.\(^5^0\) Some brain changes, found among different subtypes of eating disorder, have been suggested to be possible prognostic factors.\(^4^8\)

### Neuroimaging and neurotransmitters

Brain imaging using PET and development of selective tracers for the 5-HT system have enabled in vivo analysis of 5-HT receptor function. With respect to the 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor, anorectic patients showed a marked increase (30%–70%) in \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) WAY-100635BP, a selective ligand in the prefrontal and lateral orbital frontal regions, mesial and lateral temporal lobes, parietal cortex, and dorsal raphe nuclei.\(^5^1\) PET and \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) WAY-100635 studies showed that binding potential values in all brain regions investigated were greater in patients with bulimia nervosa than in control subjects. The most robust differences were observed at the angular gyrus, the medial prefrontal cortex, and the posterior cingulate cortex. The authors suggested that brain 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor binding is increased in several cortical areas in patients with bulimia nervosa during bouts of impulsive binge eating.\(^5^2\)

With respect to 5-HT\(_{2A}\) receptors, it has been found using PET that anorectic patients had normal values of the \(^{[1]}\text{F}\) altanserin radioligand.\(^5^3\) Using SPECT and \(^{123}\text{I}\)-5-I-R91150, a significantly reduced 5-HT\(_{2A}\) binding index was shown in the left frontal cortex, left and right parietal cortex, and left and right occipital cortex in patients with anorexia nervosa compared with healthy volunteers. A significant left-right asymmetry was noted in the frontal cortex (left less than right).\(^5^3\)

### Neuroimaging, neurotransmitters, and recovery

Bailer et al\(^5^4\) studied different subtypes of eating disorder after recovery (normal body weight maintained for more than one year, regular menstrual cycles, no binging or purging) using PET and \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) McN5652. They found that both controls and patients with restrictive anorexia nervosa, purging anorexia nervosa, and bulimia nervosa showed significant differences in \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) McN5652 BP values in the dorsal raphe and anteroventral striatum. Post hoc analysis revealed that patients with recovered restrictive anorexia nervosa had significantly increased \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) McN5652 BP compared with those having recovered purging anorexia nervosa in these regions. With respect to bulimia nervosa, Bailer et al\(^5^5\) used PET and \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) WAY100635 to investigate a sample of recovered bulimic patients and found that they had a 23%–34% elevation of \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) WAY binding potential in the subgenual cingulate, mesial temporal, and parietal regions, and confirmed these results using 5-HT transporter measures. Pichika et al\(^5^6\) found that recovered bulimic patients had significantly lower \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) DASB binding potential (nondisplaceable) in the midbrain and superior and inferior cingulate, as well as a significantly higher \(^{[1]}\text{C}\) DASB binding potential (nondisplaceable) in the anterior cingulate and superior temporal gyrus on voxel-based analysis. Region of interest analysis indicated...
a lower $[^{11}C]$ raclopride binding potential (nondisplaceable) in the midbrain, including in the dorsal raphe, in patients with recovered bulimia nervosa, consistent with earlier studies.

Individuals with recovered restrictive anorexia nervosa have shown a reduced $[^{18}F]$ altanserin binding potential in the mesial temporal and parietal cortical areas, as well as in the subgenual and pregenual cingulate cortex.57 Similarly, women with recovered purging anorexia nervosa have shown a reduced $[^{18}F]$ altanserin binding potential relative to controls in the left subgenual cingulate, left parietal, and right occipital cortex.58 Further, women with recovered bulimia nervosa have shown a reduced $[^{18}F]$ altanserin binding potential relative to controls in the orbital frontal region. In summary, it is suggested that the altered 5-HT$_{1A}$ and 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptor binding potential in recovered patients is reflected in persistent alterations in the frontal, subgenual cingulate, and mesial temporal regions that are part of the ventral limbic system.48

In a PET investigation of dopamine D$_2$/D$_3$ receptor binding in recovered patients, using PET with $[^{11}C]$ raclopride, Frank et al59 found that women who were recovered from anorexia nervosa had a significantly higher $[^{11}C]$ raclopride binding potential in the anteroventral striatum than controls. The $[^{11}C]$ raclopride binding potential was positively correlated with harm avoidance in the dorsal caudate and dorsal putamen in subjects with recovered anorexia nervosa.

PET imaging studies in both ill patients and those with a recovered eating disorder have found significant correlations between harm avoidance and 5-HT$_{1A}$, 5-HT$_{2A}$, DA D$_2$/D$_3$ receptor binding in the mesial temporal and other limbic regions.48 It has been suggested that premorbid onset and the persistence of anxiety and harm avoidance symptoms after recovery are traits that contribute to the pathogenesis of anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa. The PET imaging data suggest that such behaviors are related to disturbances of 5-HT and dopamine neurotransmitter function in the limbic and executive pathways.48

**Discussion**

It must be noted that neuroimaging studies in eating disorders have varied widely in terms of sample size, imaging technology used, age of participants, brain regions assessed, and duration of illness. Sample sizes have usually been small, which potentially affects the statistical power of these studies. To date, the main limitation of this type of research is that the studies have not consistently identified brain regions, pathways, or clear behavioral correlates. As has been noted,48 functional neuroimaging studies in mixed populations (children, adolescents, and adults) have yielded inconsistent results due to the wide age range, use of different equipment, the different interpretation methods used, failure to control for emotional arousal, comorbidity, whether imaging was done before or after a meal, and a number of other methodological problems. In addition, the actual neuroimaging techniques may produce varying results, because each technique measures something slightly different.7 Also, different results can be obtained depending on the isotope used, the type of camera, the scanning parameters, and the method of data analysis.60

With respect to the neurocircuitry involved in the psychopathology of eating disorders, it is worth mentioning that the brain is neither an undifferentiated whole nor a collection of parts or areas.61 In this regard, its overall function is the result of a complex interaction between different brain areas and their interconnections. Following this principle, an eating disorder might emerge as a consequence of disturbance of a system of interconnecting pathways or circuits in the brain which regulate cognition, emotion, appetite, and visual perception.7

In the future, neuroimaging might become a useful tool for follow-up of the recovery process, enabling clinicians to differentiate between patients who are recovering successfully and those who remain chronically ill. Among these future trends, the study of brain correlates with body image dissatisfaction as well as body image distortion might be useful from a diagnostic point of view and, moreover, serve as a tool to confirm the efficacy of treatment focused on body image disturbance. The study of clinical subtypes of eating disorders, usually based on the presence or absence of binge/purging behavior, is another area of research in which neuroimaging might contribute to our knowledge about different types of eating disorders from a biological perspective. In addition, use of functional neuroimaging in the search for specific neurotransmitter imbalances in the brain could contribute to improved use of current medications widely used in eating disorders.

**Conclusion**

In general, studies of anorexia nervosa have reported brain volume deficits and increased cerebrospinal fluid, indicating the effects of starvation in the brain. Despite some controversial results, it appears that the gray and white matter increase significantly following weight restoration. Brain changes in bulimia nervosa seem to be less pronounced and are mainly due to chronic dietary restriction. In response to different food stimuli, patients with anorexia nervosa show activation
in the temporal regions, and patients with bulimia nervosa show less activation than healthy controls in the right anterior insula, left middle frontal gyrus, right posterior insula, right precentral gyrus, and right mid dorsal insula. Body image distortion has been used to look for correlations between eating disorders and changes in the brain. Involvement of the temporoparietal areas with respect to brain atrophy might account for body image disturbances. A tendency towards dieting seems to correlate with the right frontotemporal cortex, and dieting behavior seems to correlate with the left orbitofrontal cortex.

A number of studies have attempted to identify specific brain correlates, taking into account the subtypes of eating disorders. Patients with anorexia nervosa have shown hyperactivation of the left parietal and right superior frontal areas in response to a neutral or positive stimulus, whereas patients with bulimia nervosa have shown hyperactivation of the right temporal and right occipital areas. Moreover, unlike patients with restrictive anorexia nervosa and purging bulimia nervosa, patients with nonpurging bulimia nervosa do not experience increased rCBF when confronted with their own body image. Considering the difference between patients with anorexia nervosa with and without binge/purging behavior, it has been reported that patients with anorexia nervosa with habitual binge/purge behavior have a significantly higher percent change in the inferior, superior, prefrontal, and parietal regions of the right brain. The outcome of an eating disorder has been related to certain brain changes, suggesting that temporal hyperperfusion may have a prognostic value. Changes in 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptor binding potential may be persistent after recovery from an eating disorder. The same applies to some changes in D2/D3 receptor binding.
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